Key Findings:
-Human needs have historically taken precedence over environmental concerns when managing Colorado River water and other natural resources.
-The diversity of local habitats and the demand for unique management approaches complicates how we manage environmental concerns on the Colorado.
-The riparian zone is deteriorating, which is negatively impacting native plant and animal species that rely on this unique habitat.
-To this day, no specific water quantity on the main stem of the Colorado River is designated for environmental needs. The threat of endangered species and degraded water quality are both amplified by the fact that we do not allocate a significant quantity of water exclusively for environmental needs.
“Ultimately, the condition of our forests, and the ability of these forests to respond to climate change, disease, development, and wild fires will help to shape the future of the Colorado River, and its role as the lifeblood of the arid Southwest...Our ability to protect this incredible green infrastructure is every bit as important as our ability to build dams, canals, waste treatment plants, and other bricks-and-mortar type of solutions.”

-Harris Sherman, the Undersecretary for Natural Resources and the Environment for the U.S. Department of Agriculture, speaking at the Colorado College, on February 6th, 2012 as part of the State of the Rockies Project Speakers Series

Introduction

The Colorado River Basin is an environmental treasure that is an increasingly fragile system due to complex and diverse pressures. Human needs have historically taken precedence over environmental concerns when managing water and other natural resources. Natural organisms do not follow political boundaries, so laws and other policy actions are not always aligned with the specific needs of plants, animals, and water. The diversity of local habitats and the demand for unique management approaches also complicates how we manage such environmental concerns.

How do we assess the health of the Colorado River Basin? Biodiversity, water quality, and water quantity are key indicators of a river system’s health. The zone adjacent to a river, called the riparian zone, is critical for river health and biodiversity. The good news is that the banks lining the Colorado foster impressive ecological diversity, supporting 65% of the species in the West, even though it comprises a mere 5% of actual land area. The concern is that the riparian zone is deteriorating, which is negatively impacting the plants and animals that rely on this unique habitat. Equally concerning, as populations of some plant and animal species decline, are the implications of why these populations are being threatened. Species declines are indicators that we should not ignore because they tell a story about the deteriorating environmental conditions that may affect other species.

It is easy to overlook these environmental threats considering the ecological beauty throughout the Colorado River Basin, which includes some spectacular natural wonders ranging from the Rocky Mountain National Park to the Grand Canyon. People who live and visit the region may be deceived by the array of colorful flora and impressive wildlife, potentially obscuring environmental threats not apparent to the casual observer. Not only are a number of species at risk rising and the natural habitat becoming degraded, but the quality of water is also threatened. The factors affecting water quality along the 1,450 miles of the river are varied and cause many different types of complications for species and the environment. Primary among these water quality issues are salinity, sediment, and metals.

The threat of endangered species and degraded water quality are both amplified by the fact that we do not allocate a significant quantity of water exclusively for environmental needs. For many decades water quantity along the river has been determined by legal mechanisms, which have consistently prioritized human needs over natural requirements. Dams are one example of a policy intervention that causes myriad changes that upset the natural habitat along the river; by regulating the quantity of flows, dams threaten water quality and native species. Dams and diversions cause a reduction of downstream flows on the Colorado River, transforming riparian habitats that are essential for plant and animal development. Dams also trap sediment and nutrients essential to downstream ecology and release water that is colder than waters upstream. Deprived of adequate flows and water quality, species are then faced with the challenge of quickly adapting to a new habitat, and some do not survive.

The Colorado River Basin is threatened. To this day, no specific water quantity on the main stem of the Colorado River is designated for environmental needs. Environmental issues, such as water quantity and quality, are also linked to important economic and social issues. By taking initiative to create a healthy river ecosystem, we will be addressing human needs in this expansive region as well. We are all stakeholders, and the stakes are high.
Ecology of the Basin: Diversity in Geography

The 242,000 square miles of the Colorado River extend across many different eco-regions with distinct environmental profiles. Despite the variation in climate, hydrology and ecology, these diverse habitats are united by the fact that they all rely on a healthy riparian environment—the transition zone between land and river, as seen in Figure 1. As natural buffer zones, riparian areas support flora and fauna native to both upland and wetland habitats. This explains why the riparian environment throughout the Colorado River Basin is home to a high percentage of plants and wildlife, despite the small percentage of land that actually comprises the riparian zone. The powerful and erratic river flows that are characteristic of riparian environments also contribute to the health and diversity of the ecosystem by transporting nutrients and sediment during flood events. Plants and animals in the Colorado River Basin are dependent on this resource-rich buffer zone, which is becoming increasingly threatened by dams and diversions, invasive species, pollution, and water depletion.

Figure 1: Image of a Riparian Environment

The Colorado River Basin is an impressive landscape replete with diverse flora and fauna that draws millions of tourists to the region every year. However, assessing the region with too broad a brush can obscure the reality of numerous environmental threats. Development projects have altered natural processes related to the hydrology, ecology, and climate of the basin, which has interfered with ecological stability and contributed to population declines among many different plant and animal species. The specific environmental impacts vary with each eco-region in the basin, challenging conservation groups and environmental lawyers to create flexible management strategies that consider the diversity of habitats. This diversity is seen as one that follows the course of the river through the basin from its source high in the Rockies to the Colorado River Delta.

Ecological Overview of the Basin from Source to Sea

From the snowcapped Rocky Mountains to the dry delta where the river no longer reaches the sea, the Colorado River flows 1,450 miles through seven U.S. states and areas in northern Mexico. It encompasses a range of habitats, each with unique ecological profiles and threats that are specific to that region. Thus, it is impossible to summarize the biological makeup of the basin as a whole. It is helpful to have an overview of this diversity as a context for understanding the environmental challenges in more detail.

The Colorado River starts at the headwaters on the continental divide, the geological boundary separating the Atlantic and Pacific watersheds. At an elevation of over 10,000 feet, the river flows down La Poudre Pass and through the Rocky Mountains as it is fed by melting snowpack that contributes 85% of the river’s water. Flora and fauna native to this section of the Colorado River have adapted to the variability and intensity of the high elevation weather patterns, as well as the rugged topography characteristic of the steepest habitat in the United States. In spite of more than 3.1 million visitors annually to Rocky Mountain National Park, water quality is adequate to support the growth and survival of plants and wildlife. Alpine plants, such as the columbine, bloom in April and color the landscape through September. An impressive 139 confirmed butterfly species make the park a popular location for butterfly research. This area is home to large mammals such as elk, black bears, and bighorn sheep that reap the benefits of this healthy Rocky Mountain ecosystem alongside many smaller inhabitants such as marmots, snowshoe hares, ground squirrels, and pika. However, not all animals have been able to thrive in this highly visited park; the yellow-billed cuckoo was once native to the National Park but can no longer be found in the region.

Rushing down the western slope of the state of Colorado, the river meets its fifth largest tributary, the Gunnison River. Prior to meeting at their confluence in Grand Junction, Colorado, the Gunnison winds through the Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park, a unique area for flora and fauna alike. Over the course of two million years the river’s flows have carved through the Precambrian rock to form the Painted Wall, the highest cliff in the state of Colorado standing at 2,250 feet (see Figure 2). A wide range of ecosystems exist within the 30,045 acres of land that comprise the National Park. “Pygmy forests” are sparsely decorated with pinyon pines and juniper trees, typical of the southern sections of the upper rim of the canyon. This type of desert woodland is distinct from areas further along the rim of the canyon where oak flats dominate the landscape, providing an abundance of habitat and food selection for animals. Large mammals such as coyotes, elk, and mule deer take advantage of this rich environment along the highest points of the canyon. Below the rim in the inner canyon, many different plant species can be seen strategically tucked away in recesses of the steep rock wall of the canyon. Resilient Douglas firs and aspen trees also cling on to these vertical slopes, subsisting on water from pockets of snow preserved late into the spring. The bighorn sheep is one of the few animals that can maneuver this unforgiving terrain. Many feet below, at the base of the canyon, vegetation such as chokeberry, boxelder, and narrowleaf cottonwoods shelter native birds and provide food for beavers and other small mammals. An abundance of insects and other invertebrates in this region make it an ideal habitat for birds.
like the American Dipper, which will often be seen scanning the river for food before diving down into the deeper waters.\textsuperscript{15} Rainbow and brown trout are among the fish species that brave the cold waters of the Gunnison, which average about 50° Fahrenheit.\textsuperscript{16,17}

**Figure 2: The Painted Wall in Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park**

As it winds further south, the Colorado River unfolds into the unique high desert environment of Utah’s canyon country. After cutting through Moab, a city highly dependent on the river’s flows for its recreation industry, the Colorado enters Canyonlands National Park.\textsuperscript{18} In the heart of the Canyonlands, the Colorado merges with its main tributary, the Green River. Much of the landscape in this region is still undeveloped, although a recent increase in human impacts, such as water pollution and the introduction of nonnative species, have taken a toll on native flora and fauna. Lining the river are two notorious invasive species, the tamarisk and Russian olive, which often outcompete the low-elevation native plants such as the Fremont cottonwood, seepwillow, water birch, and boxelder. The riparian corridor in the Canyonlands still attracts an abundance of wildlife because it is one of the few areas with water in this desert environment. Animals such as desert bighorn sheep and mule deer have evolved so that they can survive for days without water while other mammals such as beavers, muskrats, raccoons, ringtails, and skunks depend on the river daily. Mountain lions and other predators are attracted to the habitat not only because it is a source of water, but also due to the abundance of prey. Insects such as caddis flies, black flies, mayflies, diving beetles, and water boatmen inhabit areas along this section of the river as well. Some avian species such as songbirds feed on these insects exclusively, while others such as ducks and Canada geese prefer to feed on the abundance of riparian vegetation. Carnivorous birds such as ospreys, great blue herons, and bald eagles can also be found in this region, feeding primarily on fish. In the Canyonlands the peregrine falcon sits at the top of the avian food chain, feeding on songbirds and ducks.\textsuperscript{19}

Flows continue to cut across the desert in the south-east corner of Utah until reaching Lake Powell, the second largest artificial lake in the country. Glen Canyon Dam created the reservoir, which is located just south of the Utah-Arizona border. The biological makeup within the 1.2 million acres of the Glen Canyon National Recreation Area is extremely different from the way it was prior to the construction of the dam in 1963. Since the completion of the dam, some species have begun to adapt to the new hydrologic patterns; over 300 species of birds have been identified in this region since the completion of the dam, even though the landscape is not ideal for breeding.\textsuperscript{20} Adaptation to the changing landscape is more challenging for other plants and animals. The Copper Canyon milkvetch, alcove rock-daisy, and kachina daisy are all rare plants that are federally recognized as threatened...
After crossing into Arizona and through the Grand Canyon, the Colorado River curves westward toward Lake Mead National Recreation Area, located in the Mojave Desert 30 miles southeast of Las Vegas, Nevada. Similar to Glen Canyon Dam, the construction of Hoover Dam resulted in a rise of bird populations due to plentiful still water and the subsequent increase in vegetation. Lake Mead is also a convenient stop for migratory birds because it is located in a typical north-south migration route. While the calm waters of the artificial lake can be an ideal habitat for birds, its aquatic inhabitants may not be so fortunate. The endangered razorback sucker, typically found in this area of the Lower Basin, has sharply declined in population during the past two decades.22 Like many other areas throughout the basin, Lake Mead is also faced with the challenge of invasive species. There are current efforts underway in the Lake Mead National Recreation Area to eradicate fountaingrass, a noxious weed that lines the shores of Lake Mojave. The flatworm larva parasite, commonly known as “swimmer’s itch,” is another environmental management challenge in the recreation area.23

As the river continues its path toward the delta, it passes east of the Salton Sea, one of the lowest inland seas at an elevation of 227 feet below sea level.24 It was created unintentionally in 1905 when high spring floods took down floodgates leading up to Imperial Valley, forcing all contents of the Colorado River into the Salton Trough for the subsequent 18 months. The Whitewater, Alamo, and New Rivers now supplement the Colorado River into the Salton Trough for the subsequent 18 months. The Whitewater, Alamo, and New Rivers now support the Salton Sea, along with the agricultural return flows from the Imperial, Coachella and Mexicali Valleys.25 After the California Department of Fish and Game stocked the Salton Sea with sport fish in the 1950s, it has been a popular destination for anglers. Tilapia is the primary fish caught in this region due to their high salt tolerance.26 27 Evaporative losses in the sea have affected the dilution factor for dissolved salts and caused increasingly saline waters, which threaten plants and animals that are less tolerant of high salinity. Many species will be forced to adapt or die if concentrations...
continue to increase, as projected. The New and the Alamo Rivers contribute a dangerous pollutant called selenium, which builds up in agricultural drainage and becomes concentrated in small organisms living in the Salton Sea before contaminating larger organisms higher up on the food chain.

Natural resources do not adhere to national borders, and this holds true for the Colorado. The Colorado River Delta was once a massive wetland environment, sustained by the interaction between 10-20 million acre-feet of freshwater from the Colorado and the salty ocean tide from the Sea of Cortez. This ecological haven that supported two million acres of plants and wildlife native to freshwater, brackish water, and saltwater environments was compromised when the Colorado River stopped flowing to the delta due to dams, diversions, and water depletion. More than 30 years ago, brackish agricultural drainage from the Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation and Drainage District (WMID) in southern Arizona began emptying into a dry mudflat, which evolved remarkably into Mexico’s Ciénega de Santa Clara, a 400,000-acre artificial wetland on the Colorado River Delta. This drainage system now sustains an impressive amount of wildlife and is home to many threatened and endangered species. Thousands of birds, both migratory and resident, rely on this habitat for food and shelter year-round. As the largest remaining wetland in the Colorado River Delta, the Ciénega acts as a migration corridor for over 75% of North America’s birds, including a number of endangered species such as the Yuma clapper rail.

Having followed the full length of the river and seen its varying ecosystems and habitats, some natural to the river, others engineered by the hand of man, the diversity of the basin’s ecology is apparent. However, that diversity is threatened by alterations made to the traditional flow of the river for the beneficial use of the region’s human inhabitants. Thus, an ecological investigation of the basin would be incomplete without highlighting some of the most threatened species of the larger system.

Endangered Species: Victims of Diversion and Development

Humans have contributed to the degradation of natural ecosystems throughout the Colorado River Basin in many ways. As it flows through seven U.S. states and parts of northern Mexico, the Colorado extends across many different habitats, each with a distinct ecological profile and challenges unique to that region. Even on the micro-level, within a single habitat, there is an interconnected system where any modification may benefit one species while threatening another. River systems cannot be simply labeled “healthy” or “unhealthy” because the health of a riparian ecosystem rests upon a variety of complex factors that may even have opposing needs. Indicators such as plant and animal population trends can give clues about the stream health and environmental impacts that result from changes made to the river. Relying on these types of indicators is not ideal because it is a reactive strategy and by the time population declines become apparent, the species is already threatened. The alternative is to target the specific causes of environmental degradation first. Historically, this proactive approach to conservation has not been the norm in the Colorado River Basin. This oversight is rooted in the Homestead Acts of the late 1800s, which set a precedent for water use in the West, an area dominated by arid conditions and a desert landscape. Ever since, urban and agricultural expansion in and around the basin states, society’s primary objective in managing the river, has put a strain on natural resources and interrupted environmental processes that plants and animals in the basin rely on.

The prevalence of dams and diversions on the Colorado River allows for regulation of stream flows and water allocation but threatens wildlife in the basin. Plants and animals native to this region depend on hydrologic patterns that have existed for thousands of years, up until the creation of dams. The strong flows that were characteristic of the Colorado have historically carried high levels of sediment and nutrients throughout the river system. Once carrying about 160 million metric tons of sediment to the delta, the Colorado River deposits almost none today. Changes like this are a major threat to plants and animals that rely on sediment-rich waters and strong flows for providing habitat and transporting nutrients.

The changing climate has also had a significant impact on the river hydrology. Temperatures have been steadily increasing in the western United States since the 1970s and the Colorado River Basin has experienced more warming than any other region in the country. Increasing mean annual temperatures have caused a shift in the timing of peak annual runoff so that high flows are consistently occurring earlier in the year. Another manifestation of warming temperatures has been increased evaporation from snowpack, which has resulted in less runoff overall. Plants and animals are dependent on the specific hydrologic patterns typical of the Colorado River for habitat, migratory patterns, food distribution, and development and growth. Species are currently faced with the challenge of adapting to new flow patterns in a short period of time.

Invasive species also exacerbate the threat of extinction for endangered plants and animals by acting as competitors and predators to the native species. Invasive species are nonnative organisms that have been introduced, either intentionally or unintentionally, to a new geographic location that has conditions that foster its proliferation. On the Colorado, invasive species threaten ecological well-being on many levels. Invasive animals threaten native species because of

“The Ten Percent Rule is a general rule of thumb that says of all non-native species that are released into new ecosystems, about 10% survive at all, and of these survivors, about 10% (or 1% of the original number of species released) become invasive.”

- Environmental Protection Agency

their competitive potential and their threat as predators. There are four endangered fish in the basin that have to compete with over forty nonnative fish for food and habitat, and must also face the additional threat of predation from nonnative species such as the northern pike, smallmouth bass, and channel catfish. Politicians are confronted with the ethical implications of prioritizing the survival of a native fish over one that is nonnative. Current legislation typically advocates for the removal of nonnative species in the basin even if it requires forceful strategies. Though there is some debate with regards to the ethics of targeted species removal, there is a widespread recognition of the threat of invasive species and the urgency to address the issue.

Dams and diversions, climate change, and invasive species are three causes of environmental degradation that have threatened native species in the basin. Plants and animals are affected by changing conditions on different levels, depending on many factors such as the developmental needs of a particular species. In the Colorado River, four of the fourteen native fish species are federally recognized as endangered species. Habitat depletion and invasive species competition have been major challenges for these four fish: the bonytail chub, humpback chub, Colorado pikeminnow, and razorback sucker. A closer look at the ecological and legal history of these fish helps us understand their population decline and indicates potential solutions for these and many other endangered species in the basin.

**The Four Endangered Fish**

Shown in Figure 4, the Colorado pikeminnow (*Ptychocheilus lucius*), bonytail chub (*Gila elegans*), humpback chub (*Gila cypha*), and razorback sucker (*Xyrauchen texanu*) are the four federally listed endangered fish species in the Upper Colorado River. These warm water fish are threatened by years of human manipulations to the river that have jeopardized stream flow patterns, water quantity, water quality, and fish habitats.

**Bonytail Chub (Gila elegans)**

The bonytail is a large minnow, with a maximum length of approximately 22 inches. It is named for its bone-like tail that narrows drastically towards its posterior end. Its tail works in conjunction with its exceptionally large fins to help the bonytail navigate the rough flows of the Colorado.

With no known reproducing populations in the wild to date, the bonytail is considered one of North America’s most endangered fish species, and is the most threatened of the four endangered fish in the Colorado. The natural habitat of the bonytail remains unknown to scientists because fish populations were already so depleted by the time restoration efforts began. Despite this species’ severe vulnerability, it was not granted full protection under the Endangered Species Act until 1980. The Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery Program recommends that the bonytail should not be downlisted from its status as an endangered species until instream flows are granted, potential threats are eliminated, and genetically varied self-sustaining populations exist throughout the Green and Colorado Rivers. To accomplish these goals, the program focuses on reestablishing and conserving floodplain habitat, creating fish screens at major dams, providing instream flow rights, managing nonnative species and raising genetically diverse populations in hatcheries.

**Humpback Chub (Gila cypha)**

The humpback chub is one of the larger fish in the minnow family, with a maximum weight of about two and a half pounds and length of twenty inches. The prominent hump behind its head, for which the species is named, helps with stabilization in the fast whitewaters it inhabits. When the humpback chub can avoid threatening anthropogenic factors they can live up to thirty years in the wild.

This species was first identified in the Colorado River in 1946, though it inhabited Colorado River waters for millions of years prior to its official discovery. The humpback chub is more prevalent in the Lower Colorado waters, near the confluence with the Little Colorado River. First listed as an endangered species in 1967, it was not until the Endangered Species Act of 1973 that it was given full protection. In addition to ongoing population monitoring, recovery strategies include: legal battles for instream flow rights, creation of fish screens at major dams, and management of nonnative species. With the help of management and restoration projects, there are currently five self-sustaining humpback chub populations in the Upper Basin, only one less than the project goal. Recovery goals incorporate habitat restoration and elimination of threats to the species’ survival.

**Colorado Pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus lucius)**

Growing up to three feet long, the Colorado pikeminnow is the largest minnow in all of North America. It is renowned for its remarkable spawning habits that take it as far as 200 miles for a single migration. Three million years of adaptation to the specific hydrologic patterns that characterize the Colorado River have made this fish susceptible to dams and diversions that alter its native habitat and cause population fragmentation. Once an abundant species in this region, there are currently only two populations of Colorado Pikeminnow in the Upper Colorado River. It was added to the list of endangered species in 1967 and given full legal protection from the Endangered Species Act (ESA) in 1973.
Current restoration efforts include nonnative fish management, the creation of fish screens at major dams, the legal granting of instream flows, and the creation of backwater habitats to allow for early fish development.38

**Razorback Sucker (Xyrauchen texanus)**

At three feet long, this species of sucker is one of the largest of its kind. Razorback sucker spawning patterns are sensitive to the changing temperatures of both air and water throughout the basin and depend on hydrologic patterns such as heavy spring flows, which have been drastically altered by dams and diversions. Razorback sucker larvae require quiet and warm backwaters for maturation, another habitat that has been depleted. These habitat challenges primarily affect young fish, causing there to be a disproportionately high percentage of adults in razorback sucker populations, which threatens the next generation.39 Restoration projects under the Upper Colorado Endangered Fish Recovery Program have focused on protecting the habitats and stream flows necessary for spawning, fish maturation, and migration.

Other restoration efforts have used propagation and stocking methods, while keeping mindful of the importance to raise genetically diverse populations. These fish are then stocked in the Upper Colorado, Green, and Gunnison Rivers. With only one wild population of razorback suckers left in the basin, these propagation and stocking programs are essential for the maintenance of this species. Fish stocks have consistently developed to sexual maturity, proving restoration efforts successful.

**The Future of the Endangered Fish**

Various conservation programs have been launched throughout the basin in an effort to preserve its ecological diversity. The Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery Program is a key player in the conservation efforts, especially in the Upper River system. This organization arose in 1988 after the four native fish species had been listed as endangered.40 The project aims to restore endangered fish populations in the Colorado River and its tributaries in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. This effort was initiated because local and state governments, federal agencies, and environmental groups all agreed that further depletion of natural resources would jeopardize the survival of these species, especially because they are not found anywhere outside of this region.41 Legal backing to the recovery program was rooted in a new condition of the ESA that sets forth requirements for all federal water projects that have the potential to impact any endangered fish species. Following this mandate, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service stepped up in 1983 to advise against any additional water removal in the Colorado River because of the vulnerability of the four fish.42 In the early 1980s, the Colorado Water Congress (CWC) jumpstarted various projects aimed at balancing needs between development and restoration efforts. By 1985, the CWC presented an official proposal to the Upper Colorado River Coordinating Committee that outlined threats to the four fish and suggested solutions to improve their endangered status. Since the establishment of the Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery Program in 1988, the goals have remained in accordance with the initial goals of the CWC proposal.43

The Upper Colorado River Endangered Species Recovery Program should be commended for its successes, but many of the problems affecting these fish remain as threats for other plants and animals. It is necessary to transition from projects with reactive restoration strategies to those with proactive strategies, which preemptively introduce holistic solutions that benefit overall stream health. Otherwise, we will simply be forced to continue creating additional restoration programs as habitat degradation forces new plants and animals onto the list of endangered species. The constant expansion of the endangered species list is a symptom of damaged ecosystems. This deterioration will continue until environmental policies are implemented and acted upon with urgency.

Ryan Schumacher
Case Study: The Tamarisk

The tamarisk, more commonly referred to as the saltcedar, is a nonnative invasive shrub that threatens an already fragile ecosystem along the Colorado River. Introduced in the 1800s, eight species of tamarisk were intentionally brought over to North America from southern Europe, central Asia, and the eastern Mediterranean region.44 45 Because of the tamarisk’s extensive root system, it was initially sold by plant nurseries so that it could be used as a tool to control erosion in the western United States.46 Since its introduction to the Colorado River in the 1800s, many natural and anthropogenic factors such as the adaptability of the tamarisk and the high salinity content in the Colorado River have facilitated the uncontrollable population growth of the invasive shrub in the desert southwest, as seen in Figure 5. Ecological hazards associated with the tamarisk include its large water consumption and secretion of a highly saline waste product.47 48

Figure 5: Aerial Spraying of Tamarisk
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Biological and Adaptability

As a facultative phreatophyte, the tamarisk has deep roots that are able to reach down to the water table in order to utilize moisture from groundwater to satisfy some of its water needs.49 But unlike the native cottonwoods and willows, the tamarisk can survive in habitats with limited or even no groundwater.50 Ideal growing conditions include bare substrates in areas with high water availability, such as those created by floods, heavy rainfall, and irrigation.51 In one of these favorable habitats and without human disturbance, a tamarisk plant will typically have a 75-100 year lifespan.52

Mature tamarisk trees can produce up to 500,000 seedlings annually and can bloom year-round, creating a favorable environment for germination and colonization.53 The small and lightweight tamarisk seeds are easily dispersed by way of wind and water.54 Part of what makes the tamarisk so successful is that it can germinate in highly saline soils that are unsuitable for most native plant species. In order for seeds to survive, they need to find a suitable environment within approximately five weeks and the location that they find must be wet for at least two to four of those weeks in order for the seeds to survive.55 The seeds can endure extreme desiccation and inundation, making them even more competitive against native plants.56 Once a tamarisk seed finds an ideal location and begins to germinate, the plant will grow three to four meters annually.57 Adult plants are resilient to stress conditions such as fluctuations in temperature and water availability, high levels of salinity, and human disruption.58

There are many anthropogenic factors that stimulate tamarisk growth. Infrastructure created to manage water along the river can interrupt natural flows that are essential for native species, but not as important for the tamarisk. Dams and water diversions have reduced spring floods so drastically that the diminished flows have created alluvial bars where there were once heavy flows. These sediment deposits are ideal conditions for the tamarisk and unfavorable for native species.59 Irrigation also facilitates tamarisk growth because the saline return-flows are tolerable for the tamarisk but restrict recruitment of native species that are not accustomed to such saline waters.60

Environmental Impact

The tamarisk has a dramatic impact on the natural hydrology and ecology along the Colorado River. Its extraordinary rates of evapotranspiration lead to patterns of water consumption that are enough to actually deplete stream flows throughout the Colorado River. Despite this reduction of stream flows, many areas that are densely populated with tamarisk experience an increase in flood events. Figure 6 illustrates how the tamarisk’s extensive root system increases bank rigidity, which causes the channel to narrow from the sediment buildup, thereby increasing the power of the flows and the frequency of flood events.61 Outside of the river, the tamarisk impacts the surrounding ecosystem by increasing the salinity. The tamarisk is able to withstand highly saline waters because it has a mechanism for extruding salts from its leaves and depositing these salts back into the river system.62 Due to the large amounts of leaf litter, the tamarisk also increases the frequency and scale of forest fires throughout the Colorado River Basin.63 The tamarisk can actually benefit from fires because it is more efficient at post-fire re-vegetation than other native species.64

Because tamarisk invasion impacts many different elements of its ecosystem, its co-inhabitants experience the effects in a variety of ways. As insectivores, most birds in the Colorado River are drawn to vegetation that is hospitable to a range of insects. Studies indicate that the tamarisk supports just as many, if not more, insect populations when compared with native plant species.65 However, the insects that are attracted to the tamarisk are of less nutritional value than those that live on native plants.66 A study was completed in the Lower Colorado River Basin that showed a significant increase in bird diversity after tamarisk was cleared from a 20 hectare area.67 The southwestern willow flycatcher, a federally listed endangered species since 1995, relies on the tamarisk for its breeding habitat; 25 percent of willow flycatchers choose to breed in areas dominated by tamarisk. Studies have shown that, while the breeding habitats and diets of willow
flycatchers that utilize the tamarisk are different from those that do not, the use of tamarisk has no detrimental effects on bird health or reproductive success.68

Fewer studies and conclusions have been made regarding the impact of tamarisk on other animals. Of the few studies that have been completed, none have demonstrated any impacts of tamarisk on small mammals. Some studies show that reptile densities and diversity decrease in areas dominated by tamarisk.69 Others have suggested that the tamarisk may have detrimental impacts on the Colorado pike-minnow and the razorback sucker, two of the four endangered species in the Colorado River, because it reduces the abundance of preferable habitat.70

**Restoration Efforts**

Since the 1960s, restoration efforts have focused on reestablishing riparian ecosystems that have been destroyed by the tamarisk.71 Control methods are numerous and varied. Mechanical controls are effective, with 97%-99% mortality rates, and consist of bulldozing, root removal, and controlled burns. The one problem with this approach is the cutting of tamarisk has actually proven to stimulate growth.72 Plants can also be controlled chemically by spraying herbicides; however, this method is costly ($4,000-$6,200 per hectare) and is not as effective with a 60%-80% mortality rate. In order to increase effectiveness to 93%-95%, chemicals can be sprayed from an aircraft to reduce monocultures during late summer. This is also one of the cheaper control methods, costing only $240-$280 per hectare.73

The tamarisk leaf beetle was first introduced in 1999 and has been used in a number of other locations across the basin ever since. The beetle feeds exclusively on the tamarisk; studies were completed before the beetle’s introduction that demonstrated that the beetle would starve in the absence of tamarisk, rather than resort to other native species. Therefore, when tamarisk populations begin to subside, so will beetle populations.74 The way that the tamarisk leaf beetle works is that it defoliates the tamarisk until the plant can no longer photosynthesize. Without being able to store nutrients in its roots, the once extensive root system begins to shrink until it is too small to provide for the plant.75 Figure 7 illustrates the shocking contrast of land before and after beetle introduction.

The tamarisk leaf beetle is by far the most controversial approach to tamarisk control. The controversy is two-fold: 1. The beetle is a nonnative species, and there is inevitably controversy whenever an alien species is introduced to control another nonnative species. 2. The defoliation caused by the beetle can have a detrimental impact on the willow flycatcher populations that rely on the tamarisk for breeding.76 Defoliation occurs during peak breeding season.

In the summer of 2010, the U.S. Department of Agriculture put a hold on tamarisk leaf beetle control in the majority of areas throughout the West due to the degradation of nesting habitats for the endangered willow flycatcher.77 Despite the fact that the tamarisk has undeniably harmful impacts on riparian communities throughout the Colorado River Basin, there is significant controversy surrounding tamarisk removal. Scientists, conservationists, and farmers need to continue to assess the economic and ecological outcomes of tamarisk removal in order to decide whether these outcomes justify its removal.78 They will have to evaluate where and how the tamarisk should be controlled by completing a cost-benefit analysis that encompasses both economic and ecological factors.

---

**Figure 6: Tamarisk Induced Changes in Channel Structure and Associated Habitats**


**Figure 7: Effects of Tamarisk Beetle Introduction**

Water Quality: Affecting All

The Colorado River Compact of 1922 explores water quantity in great detail but fails to address the equally important concern of water quality, setting a dangerous precedent for subsequent legislation. Water quantity remained the legislative and environmental focus in the basin for many years after the Compact was signed, whereas water quality has just recently emerged as a part of political and legal agendas. The delayed recognition of water quality as a priority in the basin has widespread implications because Colorado River water has environmental, economic, and social value that is dependent on high-quality water. Now that water quality is recognized as a main concern in the basin, significant regulatory and legislative actions are necessary to secure the resources that come from the Colorado River, some of which are irreplaceable.

The quality of water is measured by physical, chemical, and biological characteristics that evaluate the suitability of water for a particular use. Indicators such as turbidity, pH, and bacteria are tools that help detect changes in water quality and evaluate the suitability of water conditions for environmental and human needs. The interconnectedness of water and surrounding environment, and can be affected by remote nonpoint sources. Changes in water composition cannot be assumed to be good or bad because different water uses have distinct water quality needs. The range of water uses and the interconnectedness of the river system present management challenges because water quality standards must be comprehensive, dynamic, and flexible.

Water quality has to be monitored and regulated because if the quality of Colorado River water were to become threatened, it could jeopardize life in the basin for humans and wildlife alike. Colorado River water quality standards are legally guided by state and federal regulations that help to maintain and restore the condition of surface waters by identifying areas of concern and examining the causes of poor quality. The Water Quality Act of 1965 initially set the stage for water legislation in the basin by requiring states to adhere to numeric standards for interstate waters within state borders. Following the Water Quality Act came an amendment to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, known as the Clean Water Act (CWA) of 1972. This amendment authorized the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to regulate the quality of U.S. surface waters and to limit pollutant discharging into U.S. water systems. The environmental legislation that sets water quality standards is faced with the challenge of establishing criteria for a dynamic river system.

The composition of Colorado River water is constantly in flux. As previously discussed, water quality issues are complex and a river system cannot simply be said to have “good” or “bad” water because different uses require different standards. With this said, there are still particular contaminants that have a generally threatening impact on the river ecology. Many pollutants have the potential to influence water quality in the basin, but for the purpose of this report the following issues have been identified as the most relevant because of the environmental, social, and economic risks:

1. Salinity
2. Sediment
3. Metals (selenium)

Salinity

Salinity is the most discussed water quality issue in the basin. The Colorado River currently carries an estimated salt load of nine million tons annually past Hoover Dam. Almost half of the salt content in the Colorado River comes from natural sources such as saline springs, natural runoff, evaporation and transpiration, and the erosion of saline geologic formations. Salinity levels are intrinsically linked to flow patterns, which dilute concentrations during heavy flows and increase salt concentrations during low flows. These natural factors that influence salinity levels are so dominant that they can cause concentrations to double or halve in one year.

Human activities account for the other half of the salt load in the Colorado. With 80% of Colorado River water diverted for agricultural use, it is no surprise that irrigated agriculture is the most significant contributor to salinity levels, accounting for approximately 37%. Return flows from irrigated agriculture increase salt concentrations because water is lost to evaporation and evapotranspiration and dissolved salts are transported from the saline soils and geologic formations (such as mancos shale) to surface waters. Groundwater is susceptible to salt contamination because farmers often recycle the saline return flows. When groundwater salt concentrations rise, so do the levels in surface water because the tail waters empty back into the main stem of the river. Energy exploration and development projects also exacerbate the problem by transporting saline waters that were previously contained and allowing saline runoff to accumulate and feed into the system. Municipal and industrial contributions to the salt load are limited to water softeners and saline wastewater from treatment plants and account for less than 1% of the overall salt load. All consumptive uses, whether they are municipal, industrial, or agricultural, also inevitably increase salinity concentrations by lowering the dilution factor of the water.

Whether the motive is environmental, social, or economic, salinity management deserves to be a high priority in the basin because the unnaturally high salt load can affect municipal, industrial, and agricultural users, as well as fish and wildlife. Until the 1960s, very little had been done to address salinity levels in the Colorado River. The first salinity improvements were instigated by Mexico’s dissatisfaction with the quality of the water they were receiving from the U.S., who was required by the 1944 U.S.-Mexico treaty to deliver 1.5 maf to Mexico annually. The treaty never defined a water quality standard until 1961 when excess flows diminished and the Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation and Drainage District (WMIDD) began operating their drainage wells, putting saline water back into the Colorado River. This nearly doubled salinity levels, with drainage water reaching as high as 6,000 parts per million (ppm). In December of 1961, the water quality of the deliveries became so poor that Mexico...
filed a formal complaint that the U.S. was violating the treaty agreement. This led to the creation of Minute No. 242, which holds the U.S. responsible for delivering water that is no more than 115 plus or minus 30 ppm greater than the salinity levels at Imperial Dam, the last water quality checkpoint in the U.S. There has never been a violation of Minute No. 242; however, the Lower Colorado River still receives water several times more saline than the water at the Colorado River headwaters, as shown in Figure 8.

Various political and legal changes were made in the years following the creation of Minute No. 242 in order to meet the terms of these new salinity standards (see Figure 9). Amendments to the Water Quality Act and the Clean Water Act both included salinity requirements for Colorado River surface water, which prompted the creation of the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum in 1973. This forum helped establish water quality standards and a viable basin-wide implementation plan. The Salinity Control Act of 1974 was passed soon after, authorizing a range of projects that were intended to improve salinity levels so that water deliveries to Mexico would be within the numeric criteria. Title I of the Salinity Control Act authorized the construction of the Yuma Desalting Plant in Arizona, as well as the lining of the first 49 miles of the Coachella Canal, while Title II endorsed the creation of the Salinity Control Program and allowed the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to use federal funds to implement various forms of salinity control in order to ensure that water delivery requirements to Mexico could be met (including permission to build the Yuma Desalting Plant).

Source: Bureau of Reclamation, Quality of Water - Colorado River Basin, Progress Report No. 23, 2011.
future projects or programs to help control salinity levels. The Title I projects were both approved under the supposition that they would enable U.S. compliance with the salinity standards for water deliveries to Mexico. The Yuma Desalting Plant was specifically constructed with the purpose of recovering saline drainage waters from the WMIDD so that they would adhere to the legal salinity standard.\(^{87}\) This project cost $250 million and requires annual operating costs of over $25 million, even though it has never been operated regularly or at full capacity since its construction in 1992. The concrete lining of the Coachella Canal was completed in 1980 in an effort to conserve water previously lost through canal seepage. The achievement of these early salinity control projects is depicted in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Success of Salinity Control Programs in the Colorado River Basin


Salinity management projects such as the lining of the Coachella Canal are expensive, but they lower the other costs that result from sustained saline waters. Figure 11 depicts the current and projected economic damages resulting from salinity levels at Imperial Dam, the last water quality checkpoint before the Colorado River enters Mexico. High salinity increases water treatment costs and requires additional expenses for damaged plumbing, pump maintenance, and alternative drainage facilities. Currently an estimated $306-312 million per year are spent on salinity control alone, and the Bureau of Reclamation estimates that by the year 2025 the number will increase to $471 million if no additional Water Quality Improvement Projects are put in place by the government. New programs will be needed to implement an estimated 728,000 tons of salinity control in addition to the 1,072,000 tons that are already being taken care of by current programs.\(^{88}\)

Ever since salinity emerged as a prominent issue in the 1960s, it has been a major environmental, political, and legal focus throughout the basin, which has led to decreased salinity levels despite the increasing water demand. The economic and political threats associated with high salinity levels have been the driving force for legal change regarding this issue, yet the legislative progress has benefited environmental needs in the basin as well. All plants have different salinity thresholds; specific salinity levels may be toxic for some species, while ideal for a different species that is able to withstand saline waters. The invasive tamarisk plant, which densely lines the riparian banks of the Colorado River, owes much of its invasive success to its high salt tolerance, which allows it to out-compete most native plants in the region. Native species such as the Fremont cottonwood did not historically require a high salt tolerance, and have been threatened for many years by the high salinity levels in the Colorado.\(^{89}\) Salinity management can improve habitat conditions for native vegetation by restoring salt concentrations to levels that were historically preferable for native plants and animals.

Figure 11: Economic Damages vs. Salinity Levels

sediment by causing soil erosion. Though livestock grazing does not occur beside the main stem of the Colorado, erosion due to grazing does occur along many of the river’s tributaries, which eventually feed into the Colorado.92 The urban runoff problem is exacerbated in highly developed areas because runoff cannot seep into the ground, forcing it to continue flowing while accumulating additional sediment until it reaches the river.

The riparian ecosystem throughout the basin can serve as a tool for reducing sediment in areas where there is excess. In a healthy system, riparian vegetation increases sediment deposition, which creates a beneficial buildup of organic material. In areas faced with threats of decreased vegetation density, the land is vulnerable to erosion that can lead to increased sediment loads within the waters. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) have developed criteria for monitoring the state of the riparian vegetation in an effort to manage the sediment load.93

While some areas along the river suffer from too much sediment, others have been deprived of the characteristic flow of sediment and nutrients throughout the river system. When a sediment-rich flow meets a dam, the sediment drops and begins to accumulate at the bottom of the reservoir. This inhibits the natural flow of sediment while also decreasing the reservoir storage capacity and the efficiency of the dam, issues that would require many billions of dollars to remedy.94 Eighty-four tons of sediment enter Lake Powell every minute, causing Glen Canyon Dam to trap 95% of the river’s sediment in the reservoir.95 Today the waters below Glen Canyon Dam that run through the Grand Canyon are completely clear.96 Though Glen Canyon Dam may be the extreme, most waters downstream of large dams are practically devoid of sediment, and the sediment that does make it passed the dams is inconsistently distributed due to reduced flows.97 This phenomenon has drastically altered the ecosystem dynamics downstream, eliminating many natural sandbars that were once a vital habitat for riparian wildlife. The images in Figure 12 were taken before and after a successful high flow experiment in the Grand Canyon that evaluated the feasibility of restoring natural sandbars.

Changes in natural sediment flows can drastically impact the health of an ecosystem. Excess sediment has a particularly harmful impact on fish; possible consequences include stunted growth, increased susceptibility to disease, increase of fatalities, interference with egg development, reduced food availability, and changes in migratory patterns. While many native species such as the endangered humpback chub rely on heavy sediment loads, other species such as rainbow trout benefit from clearer waters, creating an additional challenge for policy makers.98 Aquatic plants can be affected by excess sediment because it limits the amount of sunlight available for photosynthesis.99 Scientists are also finding that instead of being washed out to sea, there are some heavy metals and toxins getting trapped within sediment buildup throughout the basin, posing a potential wildlife and public health threat.

Sediment problems can also affect local economies. Sections of the river that contain excessive sediment are generally unappealing for water-based recreational use because of the threat of hidden hazards. If waters were to become too turbid, towns with recreation-based economies could suffer.100 Economic losses due to agriculture are an additional threat because high sediment loads can inhibit crop photosynthesis by causing buildup on plant leaves, decreasing water percolation due to buildup on the soil, and decreasing soil aeration.

**Metals (selenium)**

All bodies of water contain some metals in the surface water, and many metal ions are biologically necessary for all forms of life. Artificial sources of metals, however, can threaten stream health, especially without natural stream flows flushing the toxins through the system. Human impacts from mining, agriculture, and landfills reach surface water on the Colorado by means of runoff, rain, leaching, and sewage. Metals have a tendency to buildup in aquatic ecosystems over time because they cannot be broken down in nature.

**Selenium**

High levels of selenium affect a significant portion of the Colorado River. Agricultural drainage waters into both the Upper and Lower Basins have been determined to be seleniferous.101 The primary source of selenium in the basin is the seleniferous sedimentary rocks that can contaminate the water through natural weathering.102 The combustion of seleniferous coal throughout the basin also adds to selenium levels in the river. Selenium is spread through ecosystems by accumulating in aquatic food chains. Animals exposed to selenium can experience a range of biological problems.

---

such as reproductive failure and physiological deformities. Studies have suggested that some mammals and aquatic birds exposed to high levels of selenium in the wild are susceptible to congenital deformities and even death. The high solubility of selenium allows it to easily accumulate in fish tissues. Studies have shown that the presence of selenium has undesirable consequences for fish reproduction in the Colorado. A study from 2005 demonstrates that even low selenium levels result in little or no survival of the endangered razorback sucker, and that larvae and young fish are the most sensitive to selenium contamination. The study suggests that the lack of recruitment in some areas in the basin may be due to selenium levels. Some projects in the Upper Colorado River Basin have successfully flushed flows through affected areas, removing selenium from the water, sediments, plants, and animals.

**Instream Flow Rights as a Legal Tool for Environmental Protection**

“Writing for the U.S. Supreme Court in the case Jefferson City Public Utility District v. Ecology Dept. of Washington, Justice Sandra Day O’Connor said that the separation of water quality from water quantity (or flow) was an artificial distinction that had no place in a law intended to give broad protection to the physical and biological integrity of water. Further, she claimed that reducing water quantity or flow was capable of destroying all designated uses for a given body of water, and that the Clean Water Act’s definition of pollution was broad enough to encompass the effects of reduced water flow.”

For over one hundred years, the Colorado River has endured many forms of modification in the name of “development.” This has caused diminished flows and interrupted hydrologic patterns that have shaped the physical, chemical, and biological composition of the native riparian environment. This short history reveals that human demand cannot serve as a justification for environmental degradation. To balance increasing human water demands with the environmental needs of the Colorado River will require collaboration between scientific and political leaders to determine how legal environmental protection can facilitate instream flow rights.

---

**Western water law has historically functioned under the slogan “use it or lose it.” This outdated perception that water left in the river is water wasted has guided environmental policies with damaging outcomes and promoted full appropriation of Colorado River water. While the traditional view does not recognize a distinction between “beneficial use” and “consumptive use,” instream flow rights do. These instream flows are considered beneficial simply because they maintain water in the river system for ecological and recreational use. Instream flow rights offer a legislative alternative by granting “the legal authority to use, within the stream channel, a flow of water sufficient for the purpose of preserving values and uses, such as wildlife, fish, recreation and aesthetics.”**

Water law in the western United States is currently dictated by prior appropriation, a doctrine that grants water rights on a first-come-first-served basis by date of appropriation. This legal system fails to encourage efficiency by mandating that all water rights must be diverted or captured and put to beneficial use. The current system requires states to individually establish water regulation standards, which has encouraged multiple interpretations of what constitutes a beneficial use. As seen in **Figure 13**, the seven states in the Colorado River Basin have gradually acknowledged different aspects of environmental health as a beneficial use.

To appropriate water for environmental use, an individual or group files an application with the state agency or non-governmental organization that is responsible for water acquisitions. New appropriations are done through state water courts, and the specific water acquisition process for instream flows varies by state depending on the different laws and non-governmental organizations involved. If the instream flows are granted, the application date becomes the priority date, causing the new appropriation to be junior to all preexisting applications.

**Figure 13: Instream Flow Rights in the Colorado River Basin**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Ownership of Instream Flow Rights</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Environmental Beneficial Uses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Public or Limited Private</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>Wildlife; Fish; Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Public or Private</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Wetland Habitat; Fish and Wildlife; Recreation; Water Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Colorado Water Conservation Board</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>&quot;To preserve the natural environment&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Public or Private</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Wildlife; Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Public or Private</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Fish and Wildlife Habitat; Recreation (Note: Instream flows still not recognized as a beneficial use)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>Division of Wildlife Resource and Parks and Recreation</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Propogation of Fish; Recreation; Preservation and Enhancement of Natural Stream Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>State of Wyoming</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Fisheries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


water rights in the region. Some states, such as Colorado, authorize groups to obtain instream flows through lease, purchase, or donation. This progressive method of water acquisition makes it possible for instream flows to have senior water rights, making them a more effective legal tool.\(^{110}\)

**Additional Strategies for Obtaining Instream Flow Rights**

Federal laws often facilitate protection of environmental flows, although no federal laws directly grant instream flow rights. The federal reserved water rights doctrine was established in 1908 as a product of the *Winters v. United States*, U.S. Supreme Court Case. The case found that Indian reservations possess implied water rights with priority from the year the reservation was established for the amount of water necessary to carry out the purpose of the reservation.\(^{111}\) Since the initiation of this doctrine, a number of court cases have returned some power to states while limiting the power of federal reserved water rights. The McCarran Amendment of 1952 requires federal agencies to participate in state general adjudication processes to establish federal water rights.\(^{112}\) The 1976 *Cappaert v. United States* court case found that federal reserved water rights would only grant the minimum amount of water needed to fulfill the primary purpose of the reservation. Federal reserved water rights have since been expanded as a result of the *Arizona v. California* court case to include a wide range of federally managed lands. Today, federal reserved water rights are powerful tools that can override many state water laws. Similar to instream flow rights granted at the state levels, federal reserved water rights take priority over the state requirement of water being put to beneficial use, permitting water to remain in the river.\(^{113}\)

The 1968 Wild and Scenic Rivers Act is an additional legislative tool for protecting flows. Under this Act, Congress or the Secretary of the Interior can individually designate rivers that are highly valued due to their natural, cultural, and recreational assets, and selected rivers are granted completely free-flowing conditions.\(^{114}\) The Virgin River and the Verde River are the two tributaries to the Colorado that are protected by the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.\(^{115}\)

Legal pressure for government abidance to the 1973 Endangered Species Act has been a major tool in the creation of instream flow rights. The ESA caters to plants or animals that require the presence of instream flows for survival. If diminished flows are partially responsible for a species’ endangered status, this Act has the power to override other legal water rights to provide the necessary instream flows. Low flows are one of the major threats to the four endangered fish species in the Colorado River and the Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Restoration Program recommends that none of the fish should be downlisted from their status as endangered until legal granting of instream flow rights.\(^{116}\) These fish have evolved such that they depend on the characteristic patterns of flows, depths, velocities, and substrate composition of the water in the Colorado, which have now been interrupted by dams and diversions. This goal will be realized through water leases and contracts, coordinated water releases from upstream reservoirs, participation in reservoir enlargements, efficiency improvements to irrigation systems, and reoperation of federal dams and reservoirs.\(^{117}\)

**Conclusion: Nature Needs A Voice and an Assured Share of Water in the Basin**

Diversions on the Colorado River currently send water to urban, agricultural, and industrial areas across the western United States to serve social and economic needs at the expense of stream flows.\(^{118}\) The result has been changes in the timing, duration, variation, and magnitude of hydrologic conditions, modifications that have had devastating consequences for the water quality and native ecology of the river. Political and public recognition of these issues is gradually increasing, but to simply put these concerns on the political radar is not enough. It is time that we test the flexibility of western water law. The current legal structure, based on prior appropriation and a limited hierarchy of “beneficial uses,” is outdated and requires reform. Economic and ecological threats to the Colorado River Basin urge us to improve the water acquisition and use processes so that water remains for nature under constructs that make instream flow rights legally defensible in all basin states.

It is imperative that we avoid the traditional inclination to solve shortages with further development. In addition to the huge financial burden of any remaining water projects that might be technically and financially feasible, the extraction and transportation of additional water supplies out of the basin would place enormous stresses on an already vulnerable ecosystem. The current situation of decreasing water supply and increasing water demand in the Colorado River Basin requires a fundamental shift in our discourse that provides new ways of thinking about water supply strategies that do not jeopardize environmental needs.

As representatives of today’s youth, with a vested interest in the future of the Colorado River Basin, we remain guardedly optimistic that the daunting challenges in the region can be solved while enhancing the role of nature in a healthy region. Past pressures to develop water have largely operated under the assumption that ample water existed to meet numerous, rather narrowly defined, “beneficial” uses. We call upon water experts and stakeholders alike to redefine benefits of water in the basin to give nature “equal standing” for river flows so that riparian ecosystems can be viable into the future. Our generation recognizes the difficult tradeoffs but remains confident compromise is possible. We repeat where we started this section: We are all stakeholders, and the stakes are high!
Case Study: Zebra and Quagga Mussels

Native to eastern Europe, the zebra mussel (*Dreissena polymorpha*) and the quagga mussel (*Dreissena rostiformis bugensis*) are two invasive species of freshwater bivalve mollusks that have taken a toll on the Colorado River system ever since they were first identified in Boulder Basin of Lake Mead in early 2007. Originally brought over by transoceanic ships, these mussels will grow on just about any surface that they can find and can adapt to changing conditions and habitats contributing to their success as an invasive species. After growing accustomed to the cold deep waters of the Great Lakes, *Dreissena* mussels quickly adapted to the warm shallow waters in the Colorado, conditions that have ultimately perpetuated population growth by allowing for yearlong breeding. This proliferation of the mussels can be seen in Figure 14. The microscopic larvae produced are small enough so that they can then float through the water column, unaffected by screens and barriers that are supposed to limit colony expansion. The mussels have also adapted to the calcium-rich waters of the Colorado River that have proven ideal for healthy shell formation.

In addition to the impressive adaptation abilities of these mussels, anthropogenic influences have also enabled the proliferation of zebra and quagga mussels in the basin. The prevalence of recreational watercrafts has contributed to the rapid spread of these species because uneducated boaters acquire the hitchhikers and do not know to take proper precautionary measures such as properly rinsing boat equipment. Figure 15 outlines ways that individuals recreating in the Colorado River can help to eliminate the spread of the invasive mussels. Artificial sources of phosphorus and nitrogen can also facilitate phytoplankton growth by nurturing mussel populations while enabling the proliferation of these two species.

Ecological Impact

Because the zebra and quagga mussels can colonize on both hard and soft surfaces, they pose as a threat to other freshwater organisms that could serve as substrates for colonization. Additionally, *Dreissena* mussels are water
filterers whose survival relies upon the removal of phytoplankton and suspended particles from freshwater systems. Siphoning more than one liter per day, the mussels decrease food availability for zooplankton, an organism that anchors the food web. Excrement produced as a product of this filtration process then builds up and depletes oxygen levels in the river as the waste decomposes. Waste produced by these mussels also contains potentially toxic cyanobacteria that also deplete oxygen levels. Studies have shown that Dreissena mussels will often accumulate toxic levels of organic pollutants that are eventually passed up the food chain, posing a threat to ecosystem health.124

**Economic Impact**

*Dreissena* species are able to colonize on practically any surface except for copper pipe, making them a huge economic threat. The millions of dollars spent on infrastructure repair and maintenance in the Lower Colorado River Basin, in areas where mussels have clogged water intake structures and decreased pumping capabilities for power and water treatment plants, have already been a major economic burden.125 126 Figure 16 illustrates the potentially catastrophic impact these mussels can have on infrastructure in the river. The recreation industry is also greatly impacted by *Dreissena*, which have colonized boats, docks, buoys, and beaches.

**Management Strategies**

Government response for management of these invasive mussels began promptly after the first sighting in 2007. The 100th Meridian Initiative took charge in the prevention of the westward expansion of *Dreissena* and remains an influential player. The governmental “Don’t Move a Mussel” campaign has had success in educating individuals using the river for recreation about how they can prevent further spreading of this invasive species. There are also natural factors such as sediment-rich and high velocity waters that limit mussel growth; however, most sections of the Colorado River no longer possess these qualities due to dams and diversions.127

The potential impacts of *Dreissena* on the Colorado River are not entirely understood because previous research has focused on their presence in the Great Lakes system. Future research will aid in the creation of an effective management program for zebra and quagga mussels in the Colorado River Basin.